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Advisors play a crucial role in nurturing 
startups. They’re responsible for 
connecting startups with the people and 
the organisations that have the ability to 
propel the business’s growth, and they 
also provide founders with guidance, 
support and insights based on their 
experience and expertise. 

Cash investment is obviously of great 
value to startups looking to grow, but 
the investment of expertise is often 
overlooked, as it is seen as being less 
tangible or directly impactful. Traditionally, 
many founders make the mistake of 
seeking investment far too early, when 
engaging an advisor to get business plans, 
strategy and modelling in place before 
going out to investors might have been a 
wiser decision.

Interestingly though, Gen Z founders are 
appreciating the role an advisor plays 
within their company more than any other 
generation. In the same way the younger 
generation engages with investors, they 
expect and demand more from advisors, 
especially in areas that older generations 

neglect, but also understand the huge 
benefits advisors can bring.

To get a clearer understanding of how this 
generation operates and engages with 
advisors, we conducted a study, asking 
both Gen Z founders and founders over 
the age of 25 to provide their views and 
insights into the advisory world, how 
they’ve engaged with them and what they 
expect. We then compared the results 
of the two generations and also spoke to 
advisors to get their perspective on the 
relationship between Gen Z founders and 
those providing them with advice and 
guidance.

We found a great disparity between 
the views of Gen Z and older founders, 
highlighting the need for advisors and 
NEDs to adapt to this new generation’s 
aims and ways of working. Any advisor 
wanting to work with digital-first, 
forward-thinking founders, should use 
this as a guide to the motivations of Gen 
Z founders, their ways of working and 
ultimately, what they’re expecting  
from them.

The startup ecosystem is generally viewed as a binary model, made up 
of startups and investors. But there’s a third party that’s an essential 
part of the foundations of the startup world: advisors.



What was clear in the research is that Gen Z 
founders really do want advisors. There’s been a 
huge increase in awareness within the startup 
space that support and advice is paramount to 
a business’s future success, and Gen Z are an 
integral part of that.

From what was once just a startup and investor 
world, the startup ecosystem is more frequently 
recognising the need for advisors, and Gen Z 
are leading that change in view. Traditionally, 
many founders looked to their investors to act in 
a quasi-advisory capacity, overlooking the fact 
that this arrangement can lack the necessary 
impartiality. Gen Z realise the value of experts and 
that of diverse viewpoints, and are much more 
likely to appoint independent NEDs and advisors.

 

Gen Z founders 
are 27% more 
likely to seek 
professional advice 
for investment 
compared to older 
generations

Gen Z 25+

The two main areas they seek advice for are investing and growing/scaling their 
business. But across the board, they’re more likely to see external help for all 
elements of growing their business.

Seeking support
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27%

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••64% 52%

Growing and scaling my business

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••60% 58%

Financial/legal expertise

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••56% 48%

Health and wellbeing as a founder

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••56% 38%

Crisis management

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••50% 38%

Managing people



So it’s clear what kind of advice 
Gen Z looks for and to get a clearer 
understanding on when Gen Z seeks 
advice, we asked at what stage of 
the business they would be most 
likely to get external help. Again, it 
was clear that Gen Z want advisors 
at every stage of their business 
journey. On the other side, 25+ 
founders focus primarily on the seed 
stage when seeking advice.

Gen Z 25+

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••75% 85%

SEED STAGE - business is just an idea

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••65% 55%

EXPANSION STAGE - entering new markets/launching new products

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••46% 45%

GROWTH STAGE - profits are strong, competition is surfacing

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••42% 40%

ESTABLISHED STAGE - matured company

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••56% 25%

DECLINE STAGE - when your business is facing hardship

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••50% 35%

START-UP STAGE - started trading

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••15% 5%

EXIT STAGE - Cashing out



Interestingly, 54% of Gen Z 
entrepreneurs would seek advice when 

their business is facing hardship but only 
19% of older founders would do the same. 

This perhaps reflects a growing 
society-wide trend on seeking 
advice, with younger generations 
much more likely to ask for help 
during hard times compared 
to older generations. Advice is 
especially crucial at challenging 
times as a first-time founder, 
dealing with so many moving 
parts and sometimes struggling 
to know how to get out of a 
difficult situation. Advisors can 
be a lifeline in times like these 
and Gen Z is tapping into that 
potential, embodying the tenets of 
the startup ecosystem: generosity, 
support and collaboration.

It’s a positive trend which ultimately 
benefits startups, investors and 
advisors, strengthening the entire 
ecosystem.

Providing solutions in difficult times
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All the Gen Z founders I’ve worked with have been launching a 
startup for the very first time; I imagine there are very few who 
have already been there and got the t-shirt, simply due to their 
age. This means that they often come to advisors like me for 
early-stage advice, to get their ideation of the ground and turn 
it into viable business plans and financial models. They pretty 
consistently look for support at every stage and are very good 
at reengaging if things start to take a downward turn - there’s 
maybe not the bravado that older founders have, and they’re 
quite willing to say they’re in a bit of pickle! 

Gen Z founders are also very emotionally literate and I tend 
to find they really encourage and respond to mentoring and 
personal advice on how to deal with the stresses of leading an 
early-stage startup. Founding a company can be a lonely place, 
and I think that’s not a familiar feeling for their generation who 
are communicators and collaborators, whether online or in 
person, so having a sounding board can be hugely beneficial.

Most founders, whatever their age, are focused and determined 
but Gen Z really takes this to the next level, and I think that 
springs from their having a really strong sense of purpose. 
They’re incredibly ethical and tend to be driven to create a 
product or service that either directly addresses a pressing 
problem (be that environmental, social or even political) or build 
a business that addresses a market need whilst also having 
purpose and positive benefits for wider society. I really welcome 
this positive shift, as it makes my job as an advisor much easier if 
I can wholeheartedly buy into the purpose of an organisation I’m 
working with.

Advisor Focus - Anne Watson, Board Advisor

What’s it like working with Gen Z founders?  What areas and stages of a business do you 
find Gen Z require help with the most?



Advisor Focus - Anne Watson, Board Advisor

I think Gen Z are naturally collaborative and also natural 
consumers of multiple sources of information - they’ve grown 
up gaining knowledge and insight from the web, from sources 
like wikipedia and from social networks and media. Getting 
the opinions of other people and taking in complex streams of 
information from outside sources is second nature to them. 

They respect others’ opinions and respect diversity, which 
extends to diversity of thought. Gen Z has seen a lot of people 
starting businesses much earlier than in previous generations 
and there’s a very earnest understanding that they can’t possibly 
have the answers that can only come with deep experience in 
business. They’re very clear about what exactly is that they know 
and what they don’t, so there’s a real openness to inviting advice 
and support to bridge those gaps.

Simply put, they are the future and nobody wants to be left 
behind in the past! But to expand on that, it’s important that 
advisors work with Gen Z founders, as there has never been a 
generation of founders who are so in touch with - and belong to 
- the primary consumer and social forces that affect businesses. 
Gen Z consumers are digital natives, naturally communal and 
communicative, and have the power to make or break a business, 
through social media, stakeholder pressure and boycotting. As 
an advisor, having close access to Gen Z founders really helps you 
have your finger on the pulse, understand what motivates the 
lifeblood of the ecosystem and be able to share that knowledge 
with other organisations you work with.

It’s obviously also hugely important that as an experienced 
advisor - and someone who has lived through recessions, political 
upheaval and other major events to have affected the economic 
and business world - you are able to share your advice and 
guidance around issues that Gen Z have no direct experience of. 

 Why do you think this generation of founders 
wants advisors more than any other

Why do you think it’s important to work with 
this younger generation?



Gen Z’s nickname is ‘the iGeneration’ or ‘the 
Digital Natives’. So it’s no surprise, then, that 
Gen Z founders are very much digital first.

Every business function is now available in 
some digital format. Tools and platforms are 

built every week to automate a process or 
manage a business system that was once 
stored in a manila folder or on a whiteboard. 
There are over 100 available tools for 
communication purposes alone.

It’s an interesting trend that has 
ultimately been driven by the 
Covid-19 pandemic, with the 
world of work moving to remote 
working and entirely online almost 
overnight. For this generation, 
working virtually may be all 
they’ve ever known.

The speed with which this 
generation operates may also 
play a role in favouring virtual 
conversations with advisors. By 
removing all the unnecessary 
commuting, Gen Z is able to 
immediately tap into an advisory 
network at the touch of a button.

For advisors looking to work with 
this generation, think digital first 
when it comes to engagement.

Method of advice
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It’s this way of working 
that Gen Z prefers. When it comes to 

receiving advice, 80% of Gen Z founders 
prefer advice to be given virtually compared 

to just 44% of founders aged 25 and over.



Top Tips for Working with Gen Z

Be ready for open dialogue
Gen Z really values communication, openness and 
collaboration so if you’re going to advise them 
be ready for some honest dialogue! A core skill of 
any good advisor is the ability to articulate your 
ideas and suggestions, listen to other actively and 
work together to discuss and refine solutions, so 
teaming up with Gen Z founders should only stand 
to improve your abilities on these fronts. 

Add value now to make sure you 
stay onboard for growth
Most Gen Z founders are right at the beginning 
of their startup journeys and will be looking for 
advice, guidance and even hands-on support to 
get their ideas of the ground. As an advisor, you 
have the chance to make crucial contributions 
that could cement your role as an invaluable asset 
to the business. By giving your all at the most 
under-resourced and overstretched stage, you 
will build the foundations to stay the course with 
the business as it grows - and refine your role to a 
more focussed remit.

Remember Gen Z are tech forward
The SaaS industry has grown by 500% globally 
over the last seven years and that trend will only 
skyrocket with the emergence of Gen Z founders. 
They are digital natives and use tech in every facet 
of their lives, so their businesses are very likely to 
have a technological or digital underpinning at 
the very least. Don’t worry if you are from a non-
tech background; this could actually be to your 
advantage. Advisors can offer Gen Z founders 
support across a spectrum of areas from HR and 
marketing, to finance and strategy, whatever  
their MVP.

Bring others on board
Gen Z founders are very unlikely to have an 
extensive professional network which is where 
you, as an experienced and well-connected 
professional, can bring huge value. As issues arise 
on a startup’s growth journey, you may be able 
to provide solutions by way of other advisors or 
consultants whose credentials you can vouch for, 
or even introduce them to angels investors once 
they reach the right stage.



As an advisor, it’s your role to 
work alongside the founder to 
implement business strategy and 
offer your expertise and advice. 
That process is so much smoother 
when the founder sees the value 
in advice, asks for your support 
throughout the business’s growth 
(especially at times of difficulty) 
and is tech savvy.

That’s why, as an advisor, working 
with the generation of the future 
is a key to success. Gen Z founders 
are keen to learn and want to work 
with you more than any other 
generation. Follow their ways of 
working, use this eBook as a guide, 
and you may just support the next 
Mark Zuckerberg.

Connectd is the leading community network 
that connects entrepreneurs and startups 
with investors and advisors to secure growth 
opportunities. Created by serial entrepreneur, 
Roei Samuel, Connectd brings startups, investors 
and advisors together based on innovative smart 
matching technology, revolutionising the startup 
eco-system by democratising access to talent and 
funding. For investors and advisors, this means 
receiving relevant and strategic opportunities,  
and for startups, this means being partnered  
with the best people to help you achieve your 
growth aspirations.

Connectd’s unique Portfolio Management Tool 
enables founders and investors to manage crucial 
data, create bespoke reports and track deals 
through a ground-breaking intelligent dashboard. 
In addition, ConnectdLegal allows members to 
easily create and manage documents including 
team sheets, advisory agreements, NDAs, and 
employment contracts, offering the most holistic 
solution for early-stage startups, advisors and 
investors alike.

To learn more, visit 
www.connectd.co

1st Floor, 5 Fleet Place, London, United Kingdom, EC4M 7RD    info@connectd.co

Conclusion About Connectd


